Compartmentalization of the host microbiome: how tumor microbiota shapes checkpoint immunotherapy outcome and offers therapeutic prospects
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ABSTRACT
The host microbiome is polymorphic, compartmentalized, and composed of distinctive tissue microbiomes. While research in the field of cancer immunotherapy has provided an improved understanding of the interaction with the gastrointestinal microbiome, the significance of the tumor-associated microbiome has only recently been grasped. This article provides a state-of-the-art review about the tumor-associated microbiome and sheds light on how local tumor microbiota shapes anticancer immunity and influences checkpoint immunotherapy outcome. The direct route of interaction between cancer cells, immune cells, and microbiota in the tumor microenvironment is emphasized and advocates a focus on the tumor-associated microbiome in addition to the spatially separated gut compartment. Since the mechanisms underlying checkpoint immunotherapy modulation by tumor-associated microbiota remain largely elusive, future research should dissect the pathways involved and outline strategies to therapeutically modulate microbes and their products within the tumor microenvironment. A more detailed knowledge about the mechanisms governing the composition and functional quality of the tumor microbiome will improve cancer immunotherapy and advance precision medicine for solid tumors.

LINKING MICROBIOTA WITH CHECKPOINT IMMUNOTHERAPY
Cancer immunotherapy with immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) has revolutionized the treatment of many advanced solid tumors including several types of carcinoma and melanoma. Biomarkers with a high predictive value for ICI therapy response are needed to (1) save ‘therapeutic time’ in non-responding patients, (2) spare non-responding patients from ICI-related toxicity, (3) optimize treatment costs in an era of ever-increasing healthcare expenses, and, finally, (4) identify potential novel targets to improve ICI efficacy. While checkpoint molecule protein expression levels (eg, PD-L1), tumor mutational burden (TMB), microsatellite instability (MSI)/DNA mismatch repair deficiency (dMMR), and pretreatment infiltration of tumor tissue by immune cells can portend the likelihood of response to ICI therapy, their predictive power is limited for various reasons. As an example, high PD-L1 expression may not be therapeutically relevant due to heterogeneity in the signaling circuits associated with response to ICIs, and the sum of genetic tumor alterations cannot foretell whether individual mutations result in immunogenic proteins. Tumor immune cell infiltration at baseline may also be irrelevant for ICI response prediction if the cells are exhausted/dysfunctional or if their protective effects are abrogated by immunosuppressive mechanisms in the tumor microenvironment.

The high relevance of microbes for cancer development and growth has recently been acknowledged by the integration of ‘polymorphic microbiomes’ to the latest update of the ‘Hallmarks of Cancer’ concept. This is based on the ground-breaking observation that the host microbiome modulates the efficacy of ICI therapies, thereby offering prognostic and therapeutic potential. The temporally connected use of antibiotics prior to ICI therapy initiation impairs their clinical activity and the fecal microbial composition of ICI-responding versus non-responding melanoma patients differs significantly. Early clinical data show that fecal microbiota transplantation (FMT) from responders rescues treatment response in at least a fraction of anti-PD-1-refractory melanoma
patients. While the abundance of certain bacteria such as Akkermansia muciniphila, Bacteroides fragilis, and Bifidobacterium correlates with anticancer immunity and ICI treatment response, potentially through immunological and/or metabolic means, evidence suggests that an overall higher diversity of the host microbiome is associated with prolonged ICI-related survival irrespective of individual microbial species. This indicates that a functionally diverse microbiome less prone to dysbiosis and perturbation, but more likely to generate cancer-resembling T cell epitopes as well as a rich metabolic landscape, benefits patients with cancer receiving ICIs.

It is also important to note that the treatment-modulating activity of host microbes in cancer is not limited to immunotherapy but extends to conventional chemotherapeutic drugs, such as nucleoside analogs, antimetabolites, and platinum. Specifically, Fusobacterium nucleatum orchestrates a molecular program involving innate immune sensing and certain microRNAs to modulate the autophagy pathway and promote cancer cell resistance to capecitabine/oxaliplatin. In addition, certain bacteria found in the TME express an isoform of cytidine deaminase that can convert the chemotherapeutic drug gemcitabine to its inactive form, thus fostering drug resistance.

This article not only appraises the role of the gastrointestinal (GI) microbiome in the context of ICIs but also complements the concept of host microbiota as a critical regulator of ICI-induced anticancer immunity by integrating the emerging significance of the local tumor microbiota. A first focus is the concept of microbial compartmentalization and its relevance for the interaction of microbiota with cancer and immune cells. A second focus is the potential translation of this knowledge, that is, how the emerging deconvolution of the local tumor microbiota may be harnessed to design and implement next generation ICI-resensitizing interventions.

COMPARTMENTALIZATION OF THE HOST MICROBIOME

The host microbiome refers to the totality of microbes found within an organism. Heterogeneity and complexity characterize the human microbiome whose numerical dimensions are tremendous. As an example, the total number of bacteria in the human body is estimated with ~3.8×10^{13}, of which 10^{12} bacteria are located in extra-GI organs. Thus, the total number of bacteria slightly exceeds that of human body cells (~3×10^{13}) and the estimated number of non-redundant microbial genes in the gut (~3.3 million) dwarfs the number of human genes (<30,000) by orders of magnitude. Viruses, fungi, and other microbes further enrich the human microbiome; however, their relative proportion is small and research in the context of cancer immunotherapy is limited.

Research activities at the intercept of ICIs and the host microbiome have notoriously prioritized the GI microbial habitat possibly for reasons of accessibility and sample availability. In addition, the GI tract, ultimately relating to the whole digestive system from mouth to anus, carries a very high microbial biomass which simplifies microbiome-targeted analyses for technical reasons including a beneficial ‘signal-to-noise’ ratio. Finally, the GI microbiome appears to be manipulable through antibiotic therapy, diet, oral bacterial supplementation, or FMT, which all may offer straightforward prospects for ICI-resensitizing interventions.

Despite this rational emphasis on the GI microbiome, the human microbiome in its totality is much wider and spatially organized. Rich microbial communities have also been identified in the respiratory tract, the reproductive tract, on skin, and in uterus, among others. The different organ functions and diverse niches relate to both compartmentalization and functionally specialized microbiomes with distinct bacterial communities. For instance, commensal intestinal microbes support epithelial barrier integrity, digestion of dietary components, and mucosal immunity. In contrast, the lung microbiome may provide critical signals to balance local immune responses and promote tolerance to Aeroallergens. Dysbiosis in these tissue-specific microbial habitats can cause significant local diseases including inflammatory bowel disease and celiac disease (GI microbiome), and pneumonia, allergy and asthma (lung microbiome). Despite spatial segregation, different organs and their microbial ecosystems can bidirectionally communicate with each other. Possible mechanisms include the mucosal translocation and systemic circulation of bacteria, bacterial antigens, microbiota-imprinted immune cells, or microbiota-derived metabolites.

It is important to note that the microbial biomass varies extremely among the different compartments, with a low biomass found in healthy lungs (10^{7}–10^{9} bacteria per gram of tissue), an intermediate biomass found on skin (10^{4}–10^{6} bacteria/micro-organisms per square cm), and a very high biomass found in the GI tract (10^{10}–10^{12} bacteria per gram of luminal content). Moreover, in the absence of external triggers such as antibiotic exposure, the structure of organ-specific microbiomes will follow the rules of host coevolution processes, along with competition for niches and nutrients among the various microbes.

Taken together, the host microbiome extends far beyond the GI compartment and exhibits spatial organization and specialization consistent with organ function. Perturbation of the microbial equilibrium in these compartments can trigger local immune-related diseases, which may sometimes encroach on distant body parts or even become systemic.

DRAWING ATTENTION TO THE LOCAL TUMOR MICROBIOME

Despite proven involvement in the response to checkpoint immunotherapy, the gut microbiome is spatially separated from the tumor mass in most cancer entities except for GI cancers where immediate tumor–microbiome interactions are evident. As previously...
mentioned, most organs (if not all) harbor distinct microbial ecosystems and, thus, bacteria may coevolve alongside the growing tumors, shape local anticancer immunity and influence tumor progression. An interesting finding is that matched primary and metastatic colorectal tumors harbor nearly identical *Fusobacterium* strains, suggesting that microbial tumor habitats are conserved during the metastatic process (potentially through comigration of cancer cells and bacteria) and that niche-dependent coevolution processes may subsequently occur. Fundamentally, interactions of tumor-associated microbiota with cancer cells and tumor-infiltrating immune cells have a local and a systemic aspect, with juxtacrine and paracrine signaling circuits involved, respectively, while cross-compartment microbial interactions require systemic circulation (figure 1).

In lung cancer, research has shown that lower airway dysbiosis following enrichment of oral commensals (eg, *Veillonella*) likely after microaspiration and/or reduced airway clearance leads to an unfavorable immune landscape that fosters cancer progression. Mechanistically, the authors showed that dysbiosis activates the IL-17 pathway as well as other signaling cascades to generate an inflammatory TME and induce host transcriptomic changes that exacerbate malignancy. Of note, pulmonary dysbiosis through induced bacterial pneumonia leads to TLR4 activation on bronchoepithelial cells and IL-6 secretion, facilitating hepatic sinusoidal adhesion of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cells thereby augmenting liver metastasis. Another important study discovered that local lung microbiota can induce cancer-promoting inflammation by activating tissue-resident γδ T cells via IL-1β/IL-23 produced from myeloid cells, leading to upregulation of IL-17 and tumor cell proliferation. Thus, evidence suggests that lung cancer development is linked to early interactions between lung microbiota and local immune cells which may be therapeutically harnessed by neutralizing the key mediators of this inflammatory cascade.

In murine models, it was recently demonstrated that intratumoral accumulation of specific microbes (ie, *Bifidobacterium*) is critical for response to CD47-targeted immunotherapy in subcutaneously growing tumors. Tumor site-associated *Bifidobacterium* facilitates treatment response in a STING-dependent and interferon (IFN)-dependent fashion and augments cross-priming by dendritic cells (DCs). Moreover, a large study of pan-cancer microbial profiling showed the frequent intratumoral presence of bacterial components including DNA, RNA, and outer membrane/cell wall constituents.
Interestingly, this study found that bacterial components were also detectable in the tumor tissue of cancer entities without direct connection to the external environment (eg, glioblastoma, bone cancer, and ovarian cancer) and that breast cancers harbored a particularly rich microbial flora. Other important lessons from this study are the observations that (1) intratumor bacteria are dominated by intracellular species which are found both within tumor and immune cells and that (2) signatures of intratumor bacteria correlate with specific clinicopathological tumor characteristics as well as the response to ICI therapy. Along similar lines, a recent study revealed an association of tumor-resident intracellular bacteria with metastatic activity and cytoskeletal rearrangements in circulating tumor cells, thus suggesting the tumor-associated microbiota as an antimetastasis target. As discussed in more detail below, the origin of tumor-populating microbiota might be diverse and various local, distant, and systemic sources are potentially relevant. In addition, there might be crosstalk of microbiota and their products between organ systems as well as between organs and tumors. A comprehensive study based on treatment-naive The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) samples found tumor-discriminatory and stage-discriminatory power of the cancer-associated microbiome. Importantly, the microbial signature of the blood alone could predict the cancer type and discriminate between healthy individuals and patients with cancer with great accuracy, thus holding great potential for screening and diagnostic applications. In pancreatic cancer, the tumor microbiome is considerably more abundant as compared with the healthy pancreas and fosters tumor growth by suppressing anticancer immunity at least in part through a mechanism involving differential Toll-like receptor activation in monocytic cells. Interestingly, long-term survivors of pancreatic cancer show a higher diversity of their tumor microbiome and exhibit a distinct intratumoral microbiota signature highly predictive of outcome and correlated to tumor immune cell infiltration in murine models.

These data collectively indicate an important role of the local tumor microbiome in malignant growth and the anticancer immune response. Drawing attention to this poorly researched aspect of tumor biology is warranted and may ultimately open new avenues for microbiome-centered interventions to optimize cancer immunotherapy.

TECHNIQUES AND CHALLENGES IN PROFILING THE TUMOR-ASSOCIATED MICROBIOME

Inner organs, even those that are in constant exchange with the environment (such as the lungs), have been historically considered as ‘sterile’ mostly due to technical limitations in culturing microbes from corresponding tissue samples. However, this view has changed dramatically owing to the advent and widespread adoption of culture-independent methods for microbial profiling roughly 15 years ago. Culture-independent methods for microbial detection and identification include molecular, immunological, microscopic, spectrometric, and spectroscopic approaches. Tumor-associated and other tissue microbiomes typically entail a low to very low microbial biomass which can only be investigated using highly sensitive and specific methods. In the absence of prior knowledge allowing for more targeted investigations, researchers typically aim at dissecting the bulk tumor-associated microbiome (or bacteriome), thus making ‘universal species coverage’ a top priority. All these criteria are met by modern sequencing-based technologies which have therefore prevailed in the systematic profiling of microbes from clinical samples such as tumor tissue.

16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing, that is, the sequencing of the RNA component of the 30S subunit of the prokaryotic ribosome (on DNA level), depicts a powerful method for profiling bacteria from tumor specimens. PCR amplification of the genomic 16S region prior to sequencing ensures high assay sensitivity. Since this method is specific for bacteria (more precisely, prokaryotes), the stoichiometric predominance of host cell/tumor DNA is less disturbing for analysis. Therefore, 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing represents a straightforward and cost-efficient approach for profiling tumor-associated bacteria without producing huge amounts of data. A clear downside of this method is the fact that it does not cover non-bacterial microbes such as viruses and fungi. However, novel strategies have been developed to increase the accuracy and coverage of 16S rRNA sequencing of tumor-resident bacteria including 5R multiplexed sequencing and the use of biotinylated 16S primers.

In contrast, shotgun metagenomic sequencing represents an unsselective approach detecting all DNAs found within a complex sample based on short, overlapping DNA fragments and bioinformatic sequence assembly using large reference databases. Shotgun metagenomic sequencing thus covers microbial species from all biological kingdoms (including viruses, which are strictly spoken not living organisms) as well as host normal/tumor DNA. The species coverage of shotgun sequencing is therefore theoretically complete, even though massive enrichment of host cell DNA in tumor tissue (sometimes accounting for >99% of total DNA in the sample) typically results in a very low coverage of most bacteria, potentially posing significant analytical challenges especially with regard to downstream taxonomic ranks. The rare fraction of the microbial target signal also explains the huge amounts of data produced as well as the associated high costs of this sequencing modality. Nonetheless, shotgun metagenomic sequencing has important advantages especially when the microbial biomass is high, including enhanced detection of bacteria and a more granular analysis of microbial diversity. Shotgun sequencing has been successfully applied...
to the metagenomic analysis of tumor tissue, including formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded samples. Further sequencing-based technologies for deep microbial profiling and/or expression profiling are currently being developed, one such example being microbial single-cell RNA-seq using a combinatorial barcoding strategy, and another one being the scDual-Seq method simultaneously capturing pathogen and host transcriptomes. Thus, further optimization of culture-independent methods for microbial analysis is ongoing and additional analytical options will be available in the future.

Contamination and low sensitivity represent major challenges in characterizing the tumor-associated microbiome. As a general rule, contamination gets more problematic/confounding the lower the microbial biomass and the smaller the analyzed tissue specimens. Cross-contamination with other microbes can occur during the sampling procedure itself or when the retrieved sample is handled in non-sterile environments. In addition, it is important to note that laboratory-grade reagents will contain remnants of environmental microbial DNA which can critically affect sequence-based microbiome studies. It is therefore proposed that non-template and paraffin controls as well as other specific quality checks (eg, addressing batch-specific and center-specific effects) are performed to mitigate potential interference from contamination.

In summary, sensitive sequence-based methods are available to profile the tumor-associated microbiome but further technical developments are expected in the near future to overcome current limitations. Researchers should be aware of the challenges and pitfalls of sequence-based microbiome studies in tumor tissue and interpret their results accordingly.

CLINICAL RELEVANCE OF THE TUMOR-ASSOCIATED MICROBIOME

The accumulating evidence on the fundamental role of the tumor-associated microbiome in cancer development is also suggestive of prognostic and therapeutic potential in terms of microbiome-based patient assessment and microbiome-targeted interventions. Unsurprisingly, the most comprehensive data come from colorectal cancer (CRC), a tumor entity in direct and steady contact with large amounts of bacteria and comparatively easy to access. As an example, studies have shown that the long-term use of antibiotics in earlier life is associated with later colorectal adenoma formation, and that certain bacterial species (eg, *F. nucleatum*) are enriched in CRC tissue, aggravating intestinal tumorigenesis and associating with metastatic lymph node involvement. In line, 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing has revealed an association of CRC and reduced microbial diversity in feces. Other clinically interesting observations include the overabundance of certain bacteria in CRC tissue and their association with an MSI-high phenotype, chemo-resistance and recurrence, and poor prognosis. Of note, while a majority of CRC cancer cases are treated locally or with chemotherapy, the use of ICIs is approved for patients with metastatic MSI-high/dMMR CRC, a patient population making up roughly 5% of metastatic CRC cases. For this subset, the significance of the tumor-associated microbiome for ICI treatment response is potentially high and warrants further investigation in the future.

In the absence of actionable driver mutations, cancer immunotherapy with ICIs has become the main pillar of treatment for advanced NSCLC, either in combination with antiproliferative chemotherapy or as monotherapy. Among carcinomas, NSCLC is at the forefront of clinical experience with ICIs, including data on the interaction with the distant GI microbiome and antibiotics. To take into account more proximal microbial habitats, we recently analyzed the microbial composition of bronchoscopic tumor biopsies from ICI-treated NSCLC patients using 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing. These analyses revealed the consistent presence of bacterial signatures in the samples and suggested high intratumoral abundance especially of *Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes*, and *Proteobacteria*. Interestingly, a higher microbial tumor diversity was associated with improved overall survival irrespective of ICI treatment response, indicating treatment-unrelated beneficial effects of tumor microbial diversity in NSCLC patients. Our analyses further showed that high tumorous abundance of *Gamma*proteobacteria was associated with low PD-L1 expression and poor progression-free survival (PFS), suggesting that *Gamma*proteobacteria are preferentially found in PD-L1 low-expressing tumors which typically do not respond well to ICI therapy. However, it currently remains elusive whether *Gamma*proteobacteria mechanistically participate in the regulation of PD-L1 levels in the tumor bed.

In melanoma, another tumor entity successfully treated with ICIs, scarce data are available regarding the significance of the local skin microbiome for treatment response and patient outcome. Nevertheless, preclinical evidence suggests that melanoma progression is associated with dysbiosis of the skin microbiome, which might be exploited for future therapeutic development. In hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), various bacterial phyla are detectable in tumor tissue possibly after translocation from the gut compartment following disruption of epithelial barrier integrity. Consistent with observations in NSCLC, the bacterial diversity is higher in HCC tissue as compared with adjacent liver tissue, suggesting that intratumoral microbes might contribute to HCC pathology. Retrospective clinical data suggested that HCC of non-viral etiology (particularly, non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH)-associated HCC) is less sensitive to ICI treatment potentially through NASH-related changes in T cell activation, suggesting that the local liver microbiota may shape—or even foster—the response to ICI therapy. Finally, a large study on various carcinoma types, melanoma, and brain cancer revealed...
an association of intratumoral bacteria, or their predicted metabolic functions, with clinicopathological features (eg, molecular tumor subtypes) and response to ICIs. It is worth mentioning that the precise origin of intratumoral bacteria remains frequently unknown. Possible sources include surrounding tissue (ie, local tissue-specific microbiomes), translocation from a different anatomical compartment (eg, the gut), and comigration of cancer cells and bacteria from the primary tumor in the case of metastatic lesions. Of note, evidence also suggests that most bacteria found in tumors are opportunistic inhabitants and that only few examples exist where the relationship with cancer development is causal (one such example being Helicobacter pylori in certain gastric cancer types). Irrespective, particular bacterial species, genera, families, etc and/or the totality of the tumor-associated microbiome may modulate the behavior of established tumors and influence both natural and treatment-reinforced anticancer immunity. Finally, it is also important to note that some bacteria (eg, Bifidobacterium and oncolytic viruses (eg, vesicular stomatitis virus) have a natural tropism to colonize/infest tumors after systemic administration.

Taken together, emerging evidence suggests that the local tumor microbial composition plays an important role in cancer development, progression, and the response to immune-mediated treatment. The tumor-associated microbiome hence depicts a rational target for enhancing cancer immunotherapy efficacy and boosting response rates.

**PUTATIVE UNDERLYING MECHANISMS**

Few data are available deciphering the mechanisms governing the modulatory function of the local tumor microbiome for cancer growth and ICI outcome. One publication based on subcutaneously growing tumors found that tumor-associated Bifidobacterium facilitates CD47-based immunotherapy dependent on STING signaling in tumor DCs as well as intratumoral type I IFN and T cells. In line, concomitant CD47 blockade and STING targeting improves immunotherapy efficacy through enhanced tumor cell phagocytosis, stimulating anticancer immunity.

In CRC, F. nucleatum binds to intestinal epithelial cells via adhesins and activates β-catenin to promote cancer cell stemness, a principal tumor cell characteristic generally associated with metastatic progression, treatment failure, and relapse. In addition, F. nucleatum has proinflammatory effects on the TME through mechanisms involving TLR4 and MyD88 signaling. Most interestingly, viable Fusobacterium is not only found in primary CRC tissue but retained in distal metastases, suggesting that Fusobacterium may be able to migrate to metastatic sites alongside the disseminating cancer cells. Other mechanisms of cancer promotion by CRC-associated bacteria include impaired DNA repair and genotoxicity (eg, via colibactin, reactive oxygen species and UshA), both of which may be relevant for cancer immunotherapy through increasing the TMB.

It is also well established that gut microbes can help boost anticancer immunity through various mechanisms including the formation of protective tertiary lymphoid structures and immune cell recruitment into the TME. An interesting observation is that microbiome-specific/reactive T cells are associated with favorable anticancer immunity and response to ICI therapy. Although the mechanisms behind this association are yet to be elucidated, immunological mimicry of tumor neoantigens by microbial species and corresponding T cell cross-reactivity might at least in part explain why microbes are functionally relevant for cancer immunotherapy. In support, preliminary data suggest that a higher diversity of the microbiome either in the gut compartment or at the tumor site may be associated with favorable treatment response and/or outcome in patients receiving ICIs.

Another—non-mutually exclusive—explanation for the functional involvement of microbes in cancer immunotherapy is their metabolic landscape which comprises factors with known immune-modulatory activity, such as short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs) and inosine. As an example, SCFAs impact T cell differentiation into both immunosuppressive T regulatory cells and effector T cells, whose presence negatively and positively associates with ICI efficacy, respectively. Inosine has been shown to foster Th1 cell differentiation and activation acting through T cell specific A2A receptor signaling, promoting anticancer immunity and immunotherapy response. In a study on triple-negative breast cancer, the Clostridia-associated metabolite trimethylamine N-oxide (TMAO) was shown to activate CD8+ T cells and antitumor-polarized M1 macrophages, and high plasma TMAO concentrations were also correlated to better response to immunotherapy as well as prolonged PFS. Finally, L-arginine produced from ammonia by engineered, tumor-homing bacteria was shown to increase intratumoral L-arginine concentrations and improve the response to ICI therapy dependent on T cells.

In sum, mechanistic data on the role of the local tumor microbiome in cancer immunotherapy are sparse at this stage and respective research is warranted. Extrapolating principal findings from the gut compartment would infer that tumor-associated microbes influence cancer immunotherapy efficacy through (1) direct effects on cancer cells and (2) modulation of anticancer immunity. Here, it is important to separate local from systemic effects of microbes, and to highlight that especially immune-related effects will often have a local and a systemic dimension whereas cancer cell-specific effects may be more spatially confined to the TME (figure 2).

**THERAPEUTIC AND DIETARY PERSPECTIVES**

Harnessing the microbiome for enhancing ICI performance and/or increasing response rates has been a goal...
Figure 2  Systemic and local effects of microbes on tumorigenesis and immune cells. Shown are principal mechanisms by which microbiota may influence tumorigenesis and local immune cells that take effect on cancer immunotherapy efficacy. Microbiota can have direct effects on the immunotherapy target cells (ie, cancer cells) or regulate the amplitude and quality of the anticancer immune response both on and off treatment: (1) Microbial metabolites (of GI microbiota, likely also of local microbiota) may promote T cell activation and differentiation, resulting in the accumulation of both proinflammatory (eg, effector T cells) and immunosuppressive (eg, T regulatory cells) immune cell populations in the TME. (2) MHC class II-expressing cells (eg, DCs) presenting microbial antigens may activate T cells in tumor-draining lymph nodes. Molecular mimicry of tumor antigens by microbial peptides would result in tumor-directed T cell activity, thereby influencing cancer immunotherapy efficacy. (3) Bacterial molecules (pathogen-associated molecular patterns) such as LPS may bind TLRs (eg, TLR4) on TAMs/TANs or directly activate tumor-associated NK cells (eg, via IFNγ signaling). This may activate downstream pro-inflammatory pathways and/or promote tumor cell death. (4) Genotoxic microbial products can induce DNA damage in cancer cells to reshape the tumor genome and promote cancer cell proliferation. Examples include colibactin and CDT that both induce transient cell cycle arrest (promoting the occurrence of genomic errors during the repair process) and double-strand breaks leading to chromosomal instability as well as the novel genotoxin ushA (acting via DNA digestion) and ROS that directly damage cancer cells and/or induce epigenetic changes via ERK-MAPK signaling. Figure is created with BioRender.com.

(IMPORTANT: move this citation to the sentence before right after “ERK-MAPK signaling”.) APC, antigen-presenting cell; CDT, cytolethal distending toxin; DC, dendritic cell; LPS, lipopolysaccharide, NK, natural killer (cell); ROS, reactive oxygen species; SCFA, short-chain fatty acid; TLR, Toll-like receptor; TAM, tumor-associated macrophage; TAN, tumor-associated neutrophil; TMAO, trimethylamine N-oxide; TME, tumor microenvironment.

since the initial discovery of microbiome-dependent modulation of ICI efficacy and is being actively pursued. Inspired by both mechanistic studies and clinical observations, the concept of FMT from ICI top-responding patients has been clinically tested in phase I and II trials. These studies showed the feasibility of the approach and provided preliminary evidence for the efficacy of ICI reinduction following FMT in otherwise treatment-refractory melanoma. Of note, FMT was associated with distinct proteomic and metabolic signatures as well as favorable immunological changes both within the TME and in the periphery. More recently, this concept was refined and a randomized phase I study was conducted where patients received an ICI combination (nivolumab and ipilimumab) with or without CBM588, a bifidogenic live bacterial product orally supplemented. Although this study failed to demonstrate longitudinal changes in the relative abundance of Bifidobacterium, the addition of CBM588 to combined ICIs was safe and prolonged the progression-free interval. Another recent study addressed the role of dietary fiber intake and probiotics on ICI response. Interestingly, a high-fiber diet was associated with improved PFS especially when no probiotics were supplemented. Parallel preclinical studies suggested that the beneficial effect of dietary fibers may have been mediated by a higher frequency of IFN-producing cytotoxic T cells in the TME, and a mechanistic basis for this could be reprogramming of...
tumor-associated monocytes by bacterial-derived STING agonists and regulation of intratumoral natural killer (NK) cell/DC crosstalk. Adopting a fasting-mimicking diet has also been shown to positively modulate anticancer immunity by regulating immunosuppressive cell populations and enhancing cytotoxic T cell responses in a clinical trial. These data set the stage for larger clinical trials to investigate potential synergy with anticancer treatments including ICIs. Of note, future technology will also allow the targeted manipulation of individual genes within a complex microbiome to better understand host–microbiome interactions and potentially optimize cancer therapies through reverse microbial genetics. It will be of importance to identify key metabolic TME changes that are likely to elicit vulnerabilities, hence contributing to the development of precision nutrition approaches that augment the efficacy of cancer immunotherapy together with targeted microbial modulation.

Here, again, we raise the question of how findings from the GI microbiota, including data on dietary intervention and FMT, can be extrapolated and translated to the local tumor microbiome? It is important to stress that the microbial fingerprint is quite well conserved among paired primary and metastatic tumors, suggesting interdependence of both microbial habitats and, potentially, common therapeutic vulnerabilities/opportunities. One possible explanation for this is comigration of cancer cell clusters and bacteria from the primary tumor during the formation of metastases. The tumor-associated microbiome may also be subject to influence from translocated GI microbiota following spontaneous events such as disruption of gut epithelial barrier function, thus delineating direct gut–tumor microbial crosstalk. Furthermore, there is growing evidence for microbial crosstalk between organ systems and typical examples include the gut–lung axis and the gut–brain axis. Among others, GI microbiota influence systemic immune tones by affecting myelopoiesis in bone marrow, with the complexity of the GI microbiota correlating with the size of the myeloid cell pool.

An interesting perspective for microbiome-targeted intervention is the natural tumor tropism of certain bacteria (and viruses). As an example, intratumoral accumulation of the gut commensal Bifidobacterium has been observed after systemic administration (ie, intravenous injection) and was found to facilitate local immunotherapy via STING signaling. The tumor tropism of Bifidobacterium is not completely understood but one may hypothesize that leaky blood vessels and hypoxic conditions within the TME create a permissive niche for the preferential accumulation of this anaerobic gut commensal potentially further supported by local immune privilege. The response to immunotherapy was also rescued when Bifidobacterium was administered directly into tumor tissue, suggesting that tumor-specific delivery of microbes might be a feasible option to enhance cancer immunotherapy at least when the tumor mass is physically accessible. Other bacteria with tumor-homing/colonizing capacity include Escherichia coli and Salmonella typhimurium, both of which warrant investigation as therapeutic vehicles for targeted genetic TME modulation and (re)sensitization to cancer immunotherapy.

Finally, a large study showed that human tumors harbor a rich microbiome whose composition is biased towards intracellular bacteria present inside both tumor and immune cells. As intracellular bacteria—just like viruses—are subject to endogenous antigen presentation via MHC class I (and II), they are principal targets for adaptive immunity that could also be treated with tumor-specific, microbiota-targeted vaccination. In other words, intracellular tumor bacteria represent a potential source of tumor-associated/specific antigens, thus qualifying for therapeutic protocols meeting the principles of personalized cancer vaccination, even though tumor coevolution and immunoediting processes need to be considered.

Collectively, various strategies are conceivable to modulate the microbiome for higher response rates and greater efficacy of cancer immunotherapy (figure 3). Future research is warranted to delineate clinically actionable therapeutic options and advance microbiome-centered interventions beyond the gut compartment.

Concluding remarks

The clinical relevance of the tumor-associated microbiome for cancer immunotherapy efficacy is increasingly recognized. Microbes within the TME are associated with clinicopathological tumor characteristics and shape the anticancer immune response through immunological and metabolic means. In addition, tumor-associated microbes have direct effects on cancer cells including the regulation of tumor cell stemness and genotoxicity. Preliminary data suggest that there is at least some degree of interdependence between the tumor and the gut microbiome, and that the composition of the tumor microbiome may be amenable for therapeutic modulation to re-sensitize to ICI therapy. An increase in the overall tumor microbial diversity as well as targeted supplementation/elimination of beneficial/harmful microbes and genetic microbial engineering all represent rational therapeutic concepts. However, it is important to note that research on the tumor-associated microbiome is still in its infancy, with many current unknowns and only few mechanisms resolved at this stage. Challenges for developing the field include tissue sample/biopsy availability (especially in advanced-stage/inoperable cancer), low microbiota abundance in tumor tissue, cross-contamination during sample retrieval, intrapatient and interpatient variation of tumor-associated microbiomes, the identification of ‘driver’ (causal) versus ‘passenger’ (associated) microbes, and the elucidation of feasible therapeutic strategies. Notwithstanding, the tumor-associated microbiome offers great potential and the clinical perspective is to use knowledge about the tumor microbiota to deliver informed, microbiome-tailored precision ‘immune-microbiol Oncology’. To reach this
goal, future studies should aim at systematically characterizing different tumor microbiomes and identify therapeutically relevant phyla, classes, orders, families, genera, and/or species. In a second step, strategies for the therapeutic modulation of the tumor microbiome should be delineated, considering both systemic and local supplementation approaches, dietary interventions, and the use of narrow-spectrum antibiotics. Higher response rates and enhanced efficacy of cancer immunotherapy are the overarching goals of microbiome-centered interventions.
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**Figure 3** Concepts for microbiome-centered interventions. Specific microbial compartments may be amenable for therapeutic intervention to resensitize to ICI treatment. Targeted modulation of specific microbiomes may be achieved based on different conceptual approaches. Supplementing particular microbial species (eg, *Bifidobacterium*) using different routes of administration could modulate the tumor microbiome, the GI microbiome, and the lung microbiome, respectively, to increase the diversity and/or make the functional composition more beneficial. On the other hand, the use of narrow-spectrum antibiotics against harmful bacteria or FMT from ICI-responding patients could restore ICI efficacy in otherwise non-responding/refractory patients. Personalized vaccination against tumor-associated antigens from intracellular bacteria or viruses represents another strategy by which microbial species might be harnessed for ICI-resensitizing intervention. Finally, adopting specific dietary behaviors such as high-fiber- or fasting-mimicking diet may also facilitate ICI performance by inducing favorable immunological changes in the TME. Figure is created with BioRender.com. FMT, fecal microbiota transplantation; GI, gastrointestinal; ICI, immune checkpoint inhibitor; TME, tumor microenvironment.
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